
Financing
urban adaptation
to climate change
Public funds for adaptation 
measures can be difficult
to find. However, municipalities 
across Europe have found 
various innovative ways to 
overcome this challenge. 

The EEA report “Financing 
urban adaptation to climate 
change” presents 11 city case 
studies as an inspiration
for other cities.
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GHENT
Crowdfunding platform

realising climate
adaptation projects

HAMBURG

Green Roof Strategy

AMSTERDAM
Climate-proof

collective garden

BRATISLAVA

Implementing
various climate

adaptation measures

MALMÖ 
New harbour district

COPENHAGEN

Managing heavy rains
and stormwater

LISBON

Water scarcity

BILBAO

Flood-proof district

PARIS

Climate bond financing
adaptation actions

SMOLYAN
Flood protection

BOLOGNA

Tree planting

CITY AND
CASE STUDY 
Circle sized
on number
of inhabitants

Private
stakeholders

Governmental
sources

Free/low-cost
solutions

Banks and
other official
institutions

FINANCING
SOURCE



Integrating climate adaptation
in requirements for new investments
or redevelopments can save money
in the long term

CO-BENEFITS

Adaptation measures (examples)

Green gardens, facades and roofs1

Urban farming2

Water sensitive urban design 3

Rainwater retention4

Blue infrastructure5

Financing climate change adaptation
Co-benefits (examples)

Disaster risk reduction1

Enhancing business environment2

Improved health3

Energy saving4

Attracting tourism5

Demonstrating the multiple 
benefits of measures beyond  

climate change adaptation  
increases the chances of 

obtaining funding

There are a variety of financing options including 
governmental sources, banks and private investors. 
Funding can range from thousands
to millions of Euros. Some projects might
require only one financing sources, while
others combine different sources.

CITY FINANCE
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RESIDENTS, COMMUNITIES, PRIVATE COMPANIES
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Adaptation measures and

their co-benefits contribute

to resilient, attractive

and healthy cities
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